CHAPTER IX

INITIATING STEP IN OBTAINING ORAL EXAM
INATION FOR DISCOVERY
WHERE ExAMINATION Is MATTER OF RIGHT
The examination is initiated by notice and subpoena in
all jurisdictions in which the examination is a matter of
right. This is the practice in Wisconsin, North Carolina,
North Dakota, Ontario, Indiana, Kentucky, New Hamp
shire, Ohio, Nebraska, Missouri, California and Texas.
Except in Ontario the notice is entirely an. extra-judicial
affair. In Ontario it takes the form of an appointment
from the special examiner before whom the applicant
desires that the examination be conducted. A somewhat
similar practice exists in Wisconsin and elsewhere but
with the difference that there is no necessity for the ex
amining officer to issue the notice ; he merely does so for
convenience. In Wisconsin the commissioners send
around to the various lawyers forms for the notice and
subpoena, already signed by themselves. This is a con
venience for the lawyers as well as a means of soliciting
business for the commissioners. Printed forms for the
notice are available in other states and, sometimes, the
examining officer will effect service thereof for the party
without extra charge.
Usually, the notice, in contrast with the subpoena,
may be served either upon the adverse party or his attor
ney. The notice must be served upon each adverse party
if there are several parties. 1 Some of the statutes pro
vide for substituted service of the notice in the event ·
1 Cf. First National Bank of Elkhorn v. Wood (1890) 26 Wis. 500.
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neither the adverse party nor his attorney of record can
be served.
The manner of service of. the notice varies in different
states. Sometimes it is required that it be served by an
officer of court/ but more usually it may be made in any
way in which notices generally may be served under the
practice of the particular state.
A common provision is that the notice must be served
a specified number of days before the examination. The
exact time differs from ten days in Texas to one day in
Quebec. The most popular provision is that five days '
notice be given, a provision which obtains in Indiana,
Wisconsin, North Carolina, and North Dakota. Six days '
notice is required in South Dakota. No specific period is
provided in Kentucky but it is required that a reasonable
time be allowed. In a few jurisdictions the time for
service of the notice is arranged upon a graduated scale :
a minimum of one clear day must be allowed for prepara
tion and sufficient time for travel. This plan is employed
in N ebraska and Missouri.
The usual requirement is that the notice must contain :
The title of the action ; the court in which the action is
pending ; the time and place of the examination ; the name
of the officer before whom it will be held ; and the name of
the person to be examined. Ohio has a peculiar pro
vision as to the specification of the time when the ex
amination will be held. It is possible, instead of specify
ing the exact hour, to schedule the examination between
two different specified hours. This provision has been
the subject of some little abuse in Ohio, in that the oppos
ing lawyer cannot tell exactly when the examination will
begin. In Nebraska and Missouri the notice merely
specifies that the examination will be held before " com
petent authority, " without naming the particular officer.
Of course the subsequent subpoena discloses the officer 's
2 Kyle v .

Kyle (1876) 5 5 Ind. 3 8 7..
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identity. While it is usual to require- that the names of
the particular persons to be examined be specified in the
notice,• Ohio and Kentucky omit this requirement. Since
the ordinary deposition procedure is used, the only speci
fication of the notice is that depositions of ' ' sundry wit
nesses ' ' will be taken. This form gives neither the party
nor his attorney any indication as to whether an examina
tion of the adverse party or an examination of witnesses
is contemplated. Nor does it disclose the identity of the
witnesses who will be examined. Sometimes, if an ex
amination of the adverse party is contemplated, a phrase
is added to the effect that the deposition will be taken
' ' as if upon cross-examination. ' ' The practical result
of the failure . to specify the persons to be examined is
that it · is more difficult to coach such persons how to an
swer anticipated questions. The importance of this as
pect of the notice is minimized somewhat by the fact
that the subsequent subpoena divulges the identity of
the person or persons whose depositions are desired.
Some Ohio lawyers delay service of the subpoena as late
as possible, so as to prevent disclosure of the identity of
the persons to be examined.
States which employ the notice procedure require that
the person to be examined be served with a subpoena for
his attendance. Usually the officer before whom the
examination will be held issues the subpoena, but in
California the clerk of the court in which the action is
pending issues it.t It seems rather clear that American
courts would not uphold penalties for contempt not predi
cated upon a subpoena and a refusal to comply there
with. A subpoena is necessary in Ontario only in the
event that the person to be examined is not a party to
the action. It is not necessary to subpoena the party
8 In addition to the statutes, see Miller v. Frey (1896) 49 Neb 472,
68 N. W. 630; Bartholomay Co. v. Regan (1924) 205 N. Y. S. 745.
t Cal. Code of Civ. Pro. (1923) see. 2031 ; Cal. Stat. (1929) eh. llO,
p. 197.
.•
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nor yet to serve notice on the party.

It is sufficient to

serve notice upon the party 's solicitor. If the party
fails to appear for the examination his appropriate

pleading is stricken from the files.

This procedure has

proved very popular with Toronto lawyers because it is
a step toward simplicity, and reduction of expense.6

In New Jersey where the proceeding must be initiated

by court order in the first instance, the service of the
order is deemed � sufficient summons and notice to the

party to be examined.6

The actual practice in the states in which an examina

tion before trial is a matter of right indicate s its effec

tiveness in fostering that which is better than a forced

discovery, namely, a voluntary disclosure. Investigations

were made in nine states which exhibit such a practice.
There is a widespread tendency in six of the nine to

dispense with all formal steps in securing discovery.

The longer the practice has obtained in the state, it would

seem, the greater is the tendency to waive technicalities.

A convenient and inexpensive informality has been sub
stituted' for a theoretically technical practice by common

agreement amongst the bar, or at least amongst the

better element of the bar.

The explanation given by

the lawyers is uniformly that lawyers will accord to their
opponents voluntarily anything which they know they

can be compelled to give.
Hampshire experience.

Take, for example, the New

All formalities and technical

ities of every sort regarding the initiating step and other
formal details are waived in ninety-five per cent. of the
cases. The lawyer who desires an examination merely
calls the opposing attorney on the telephone and asks

· to be allowed to examine the opposing party. Often he
offers to produce his own client for examination if it is
desired.

All details as to time and plac� and as to the

li Cf. Campbell v. Lennox (1919) 17 0. W. N. 179 as to possible con
stitutional difficulties with such a practice in the United States.
6 N. J. Laws of 1924, ch. 93, p. 183.
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officer to take down the examination are then agreed
upon. Only when the applicant distrusts the opposing

attorney, or when the examination of an ordinary wit
ness rather than a party is desired, and the applicant

thinks the witness will hesitate to come voluntarily, does
he employ the formal process.

The first part of a deposi

tion in New Hampshire usually reads :

' ' All technical

ities and formalities are waived, so that this deposition
can be useq for all purposes as if they had been com

plied with. "

The same tendency is found in the fol

lowing states in which the ordinary deposition procedure

is used for discovery purposes : Kentucky, Indiana and
Texas.

In Louisville, Kentucky, and Indianapolis, Indi

ana, there is a widespread practice for the firms of re

porters who report examinations to arrange all of the

details.

Individual lawyers in these states testify to

another feature which is yet a · step farther in the direc

tion of an absolutely voluntary discovery.

They say they

offer to allow their opponents to inspect all of the state

ments which they have obtained from witnesses in the
case, regardiess of whether the statements favor them

selves or their opponents. If the opponent can get the
same information under a compulsory process why not

accord him the same voluntarily and thus save expense
and give evidence of an interest in finding the truth,

·

regardless of the result 1

Lawyers who have tried it

testify to its efficacy in gaining the respect of opposing
counsel and in getting at the truth of the case. More
over, such tactics are often reciprocated.

Wisconsin

lawyers often dispense with all technical formalities.

Thirty-one of fifty examinations in Madison, and twelve

out of fifty in Milwaukee were taken by stipulation. In .
Ohio, Nebr� ska, and Missouri the tendency to waive the

formal steps is less noticeable.

Some lawyers do so

among their intimate associates but the bar generally
still proceeds formally-at least up until the time the
attendance of the witness has been secured.
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WHERE ExAMINATION Is NoT MATTER oF RIGHT
Two different methods of initiating a discovery ex.
amination are employed in jurisdictions in which the
examination is not a matter of right. The party who
seeks discovery may either apply for a court order or he
may proceed by notice. If he proceeds by notice, the
opposite party may move to vacate the notice and thus
raise the question of propriety of the examination. Some
jurisdictions provide for both methods, while in others
the examination can be had only by application for a
court order in the first instance.
New York. Both methods are employed under the
New York practice. Under the Code of Civil Procedure
an examination for discovery could only be had upon
court order in the first instance. But in the delibera
tions preceding the revision which culminated in the
Civil Practice Act of 1921 there was ' ' an active discus
sion as to the simplification of the practice relating to
examinations before trial. ' ' 7 ' ' There was a large and
active representation of the bar of New York City, who
argued for an examination upon notice similar to the
federal equity practice, but the board of statutory con
solidation concluded that an examination should not be
had, unless the testimony sought was material and neces
sary. The joint legislative committee, · in passing upon
the consolidation of the provisions of the Code of Civil
Procedure on this subject prepared by the board, said :
' That the provisions on this subject should be restored
for the present in practically the same language in which
'they now exist. ' And in the final draft they were sub'I This and the following quotations are taken from the opinion of
Rodenbeck, J., in Swift v. General Baking Co. (1920) 220 N. Y. S. 554.
Inasmuch as Judge Rodenbeck was the chairman of the Board of Stat
utory Consolidation which prepared the Report on the Simplification of
Civil Practice in New York (usually called the " Rodenbeck Report ")
these statements are very significant. Compare also pages 200-205, 3283,55 of that report.
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stantially restored, but with a concession of a section to
those who pleaded for more liberal provisions, which
authorized the taking of depositions upon notice. As if
afraid of this, however, the joint committee followed this
section with one authorizing a motion to vacate or modify
the notice. The result is that the profession is back
about where it was under the Code of Civil Procedure,
with a motion to vacate or modify in nearly every im
portant case, where a notice is given, and with the prac
tice gTowing of applying to the court, in the :first instance,
as was done in the present case. ' ' 8
There are, then, two different initiating steps which
may lead . to approximately the same result. Discovery
may be had either upon court order in the :first instance,
or upon notice, subject to the atlversary turning the pro
ceeding into one upon court order by his motion to vacate
the notice. The two procedures, however, require sepa
rate descriptions.
The Civil Practice Act, as amended in 1923, provides :
' ' A party entitled to take testimony by deposition may
obtain an order of the court therefor in the :first instance,
instead of proceeding by notice. The motion shall be
upon notice to the other parties who have appeared or
answered. ' ' 9 There are three situations in which there
is no alternative, and in which the only possible
mode is to obtain a court order in the :first instance.
These are : :first, where discovery is desired before issue
joined ; Ul second, where the person whose deposition is
desired is an . office� or employee of a municipal corpora
tion ; and third, where it is desired to force the party
to be examined to bring with him books and papers for
inspection. 11 Where the deposition of a party is to be
8 See also Bieber-Isaacs Co. v. Philadelphia Fire & Marine Ins. Co.
(1925) 125 Misc. 494, 211 N. Y. S. 435.
9 Sec. 292. See also 23 Col. L. Rev. 734.
10 See 24 Col. L. Rev. 876.
11 Ritzwoller v. Lurie (1923) 198 N. Y, S. 754; New York City Car
Advertising Co. v. E. Regensburg & Sons, Inc. (1923) 200 N. Y. S. 152 ;
Bartholomay Co. v. Regan (1924) 205 N. Y. S. 745. See also for fine dis-
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taken before issue joined it is not only necessary that
the proceeding be upon court order, but a notice of the
motion for the order and supporting affidavit must be
served upon all adverse parties.18 But the deposition of
a witness can be taken upon notice, if the statutory
grounds for taking exist. 18 The latter rule, however,
does not sanction an evasion of the former rule so as to
allow an examination of the party on the ground that
he is a witness and resides more than one hundred miles
away from the place of triaJ.l1 While an officer or em
ployee of a municipal corporation may be examined in a
proper case, it has been held that the proceeding for
such examination must be initiated by court order rather
than by notice as in the case of representatives of private
corporations.15
The party desiring an examination for discovery, in
stead of applying for a court order in the first instance,
may serve a notice five days beforehand upon his ad
versary.18 The notice must set forth :
( 1 ) 'fhe person before whom the testimony is to be
taken.
( 2 ) The time and place at which i t i s t o be taken ;
(3) The name or names of the persons to be ex- .
amined ;
( 4) The matters upon which such person or persons
are to be examined ;
( 5) The title of the action ; and
( 6 ) The ·name and address of the party giving the
notice.
cussion of these cases, Rothschild, The Simplication of the Civil Prac
tice in New York, 23 Col. L. Rev. 732 ; 24 Col. L. Rev. 881.
18 Rules of Civil Practice, 122; In re Titanium Alloy Mfg. Co. (1923)
198 N. Y. S. 503 ; Davis v. Erdmann (1924) 209 App. Div. 172, 204
N. Y. S. 333.
1lt8 St. John v. Putnam (1927) 128 Misc. 707, 220 N. Y. S. 146.
Curtis v. Searles (1923) 206 App. Div.. 287, 200 N. Y. S. 602.
15 City of New York v. Velmachos (1927) 129 Misc. 177, 221 N. Y. s.
40; Hannon v. City of New York (1929) 226 ,Ap;p. Div. 757, 234 N.
Y. S. 1.
18 New York Civil Practice Act, sec. 290 ; Rules of Civil Practice,
rule 121.
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The requirement that the names of the persons to
be examined be specified applies equally to corporate
employees ; each employee whose deposition is desired
must be named and a blanket notice will not suffice. 17
The notice should state that the applicant desires the
examination of the corporation through the specified
officers or employees. 18
The requirement that the subject matter of the ex
amination be stated has caused more difficulty than any
other. At first there was a variance of opinion among
the several departments as to whether the rule under
the Code that the issues must be definitely stated
without reference to outside papers, should apply. The
First Department held in favor of the older rule ; the
Third Department held the opposite, namely, that it was
sufficient to state that the examination would be upon
the issues formed by the pleadings. 19 In 1923 the Act
was so amended as to substitute the word ' ' matters ' '
for the word " issues. " 20 The purpose of this change
seems to have been to establish the older rule that the
subject matter of the examination must be specifically
stated in the notice. It has been held improper merely
to state that the examination will be " upon the issues
in this action. " 21 But " the fact that the items are in
part stated as in the complaint is not a defect, especially
in view of the fact that the allegations .of the complaint
are unusually full and detailed. ' ' 112 The Surrogate 's
Court of Bronx County, has allowed the statement to be
made by reference to an attached exhibit.28 It is safer
1'7 Bartholomay Co. v. Regan (1924) 205 N. Y. S. 745.

18 Nedlin Realty Co. v. Bachner (1928) 232 N. Y. S. 126.
19 The cases are listed in Rothschild, The Simplication of Civil Practice

in New York, 23 Col. L. Rev. 732, 736.
20 N, Y. Laws of 1923, ch. 205 ; Standard Oil Co. v. Morse Dry Dock
& Repair Co. (1927) 221 N. Y. S. 289. See also letter of Senator J. G.
Saxe in New York Law Journal, April 24, 1923, for explanation of reasons
for the change.
Ill Rubin v. Sheldon (1927) 224 N. Y. S. 340.
112 Heslin v. Whalen (1925) 212 N. Y. S. 830, 831.
28 In re Kimmerle 's Will (1927) 225 N. Y. S. 779.
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to state the matters of the proposed inquiry rather fully,
for it is impossible
to add additional
matters by a sub.
.
sequent notice as long as the first one is outstanding.84
While the usual mode is to state the matters in question
form, the expression " whether or not " should be
avoided.116
Service of the notice upon the attorney of the defend
ant will not suffice so as to render it possible to punish
the defendant if he fails to appear at the examination,86
but service upon the attorney of the plaintiff makes it
possible for the court to stay the proceedings until the
plaintiff submits to the examination.117 It does not suffice
to serve the notice on the person to be examined. He
must also be served with a subpoena before he can be
punished for contempt.8B
It is not permissible for a party to serve successive
'
notices or applications for orders for examinations, be
fore trial, while others are outstanding. The reason for
such rule has been well stated by Rodenbeck, J. : ' ' The
plaintiff is not entitled to pursue the remedy by notice
'
for an examination under the Civil Practice Act, having
already obtained an order therefor under the Code of
Civil Procedure, any more than he may dupLicate orders
or notices for the examination under the present prac
tice. He must stand on the proceedings taken. This
.course is required by an orderly administration of the
law. The principle that prohibits a party from institut
ing a second suit for the same cause of action between
the same parties underlies the prohibition against dupli·

·

114 Pritchard v. Security Trust Company (1924) 123 Misc. 492, 205
N. Y. S. 724.
86 Gaydiea v. Szemko (1927) 219 App. Div. 935, 220 N. Y. S. 650.
86 Levine v. Moskowitz (1923) 206 App. Div. 194, 200 N. Y. S. 597.
87 Bloch v. Guaranty Trust Co. (1922) 119 Mise. 832, 198 N. Y. S. 305.
as New York Civil Practice Act, see. 299; Goldberg v. Candy Products Co. (1926) 127 Mise. 455, 215 N. Y. S. 772; Syracuse Mortgage
Corp. v. Kepler (1923) 122 Mise. 95, 202 N. Y. S. 193 ; Roseberg Holding
Co., Inc. v. Berman (1925) 211 N. Y. S. 900. See also Rothschild, The .
Simplification of Civil Practice in New York, 23 Col. L. Rev. 732, 737.
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eating motions. The object is to prevent a multiplicity
of actions and motions and to obviate a waste of judicial
time. ' ' 19
Lawyers in New York City and Rochester say that
four out of five times examinations before trial are
initiated by notice rather than by court order, except in
situations where there is no alternative. Only when the
applicant for discovery expects that his opponent will
contest the right is it desirable to proceed by order. In
this event there are the following tactical advantages by
proceeding by court order in the first instance : it effects
a saving of time ; it allows the applicant for discovery
to put his opponent on the defensive ; and it simplifies
the procedure for getting a contempt ruling if the op
ponent proves contumacious.
There is a much less noticeable tendency to waive
formalities where the examination is not a matter of
right than where it is a matter of right. The New York
situation is illustrative of lack of waiver of formalities
under the former type of procedure. The fact that the
adv.e rse party is allowed to make a motion to vacate the
notice serves as a sort of inducement to him to contest
the proceedings and to seek a restriction upon the scope
of the examination from the court, or, at least, to obtain
the delay incident to a motion to vacate. The New York
rule that the court has a discretionary control over the
extent of the discovery to be allowed in each case serves
as an invitation to adverse parties to appeal to the
court 's discretion. In such a situation it is no wonder
that the extent of stipulations and waivers is not as large
as elsewhere. A voluntary and mutual discovery does
not obtain in New York. Rather discovery is looked
19 Pritchard v. Security Trust Company (1924) 123 Mise. 492, 205 N.
Y. S. 724. On the same subject see Schriro v. Kennell (1928) 223 App.
Div. 786, 227 N. Y. S. 613 ; Norman Oil Corporation v. Bensabat (1922)
118 Mise. 392, 194 N. Y. S. 359.
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upon as a device with which to extract information from
"
opponents.

Mickigan.

The new Michigan Court Rules contain

a provision which is modeled in part after the New York

practice to the effect that the adverse party can move
to vacate or modify the notice and · that such a motion

shall operate as a stay of the proceedings until its de

termination.80 This prevents the examination from being
entirely a matter of right.

These Rules have also copied

another feature of the New York practice which is in the

direction of limiting the scope of the examination, since

the notice is required to state the " matters as to which
I
such persons are to be examined. ' ' 11 In New York this

requirement is incidental to the more basic rule that the

examination should be limited in scope to the issues of

which the examining party has the affirmative under the

pleadings.

Since the hope has been expressed by one of

the draftsmen of the Michigan Rules that the examina

tion may not be thus limited in Michigan the requirement
seems an.'omalous. Ill The experienee in New York has

been that the setting forth of the. subject matter of the

proposed inquiry serves as an invitation to the attorney

for the party to be examined to coach the party on the

matters set forth.

The contrary experience in states in

which there is no such requirement is that there is less
coaching in preparation for an examination before trial

than for an examination at the trial and that the testi

mony accordingly is more spontaneous and truthful.

Indiana, North Carolina and South Dakota. The stat

utes in Indiana, North Carolina and South Dakota pro

vide that the examination may be had on previous notice

of a specified number of days " unless for good cause
80 Mich. Court
11 Id. see. 3.
Ill Sunderland,

Rules (1931) rule 41, see. 4.

The New Michigan Court Rules, 10 Mich. State Bar
Journal, 586, 592.
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shown the court orders otherwise. ' ' Arguably this could
be held to offer a possibility of restricting the examina
tion. But the North Carolina caurt has held that the
restrictive clause applies only to the time provision and
that the examination is absolutely a matter of right.88
The effect of this construction is to allow the court to
order the examination earlier than the time provided by
the statute, but not to allow the court to restrict the
right to the examination after that period.84
New Jersey. Originally an examin�:�.tion could be had
only upon court order.86 In 1914, however, an amend
ment to the statute was passed, making discovery a mat
ter of course upon the service of a subpoena, and with
out · a court order.86 A case arose under this provision
wherein a party summoned for an examination for dis
covery appeared before the officer but refused to answer
the questions propounded. Thereupon his adversary
moved the trial court for a committal for contempt. The
recalcitrant party, on appeal, contended that the amend
ment allowing an examination without a court order was
unconstitutional. The court, while upholding the con
stitutionality of the amendment, held that there was a
lapsus in the method of procedure outlined by the statute
and that before a party could be punished for contempt
it was requisite that he shouid have violated some order
of the court. The implication was that the party seek
ing discovery should first obtain an order requiring an
answer to the questions, if his opponent refused to an
swer voluntarily, and then use such order as a basis
for contempt proceedings.87 Again, in 1924, the statute

88 Vann v. Lawrence (1892) 111 N. C. 32, 15 S. E. 1031; Abbitt v.
Gregory (1928) 196 N. C. 9, 144 S. E. 297 ; Cartwright v. Norfolk
Southern R. Co. (1918) 176 N. C. 36, 96 S. . E. 647.
84 See also Hardman v. Lasell (S. D., 1929) 225 N. W. 301.
86 N. J. Comp. Stat. (1910) p. 4098, sec. 144.
86 N. J. Laws of 1914, c. 95, p. 151.
8'7 Epstein v. American Hammered Piston Ring Co. (1920) 95 N. J. L.
391, 113 Atl. 3 19.
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was amended so as to require a court order in the first
instance.88 Moreover the granting of the order now is
discretionary with the court. While it might be sus
pected that the purpose of the amendment was to cure
the lapsus in the former procedure, the real purpose was
to discard the former practice of allowing unrestricted
examinations for discovery. The trial courts, under the
power conferred by the 1924 amendment have enforced
several rules, all of which indicate the illiberality which
obtains : The application for the order must be upon '
notice to the adverse party rather than merely ex parte;
the application must state the special circumstances which
are relied upon to show the propriety of an examination ;
an order will not be granted, if other remedies, such as
interrogatories or bills of particulars, will suffice ; and
the scope of the examination may be restricted to par
ticular subjects.
South Carolina. Since 1923 it has been required that
an order of the court be obtained for an examination be
fore trial.89 Prior to that time it had been held that the
examination could be initiated by mere notice to the
adverse party and that it was a matter of right.40 The
amendment has made it necessary for the applicant to
give four days ' notice and to show ' ' good and sufficient
cause " for the examination.11

88 N.

J. Laws of 1924, ch. 93, p. 183.

89 Session Laws (1923) page 170.

40 Fox v.

Clifton Mfg. Co. (1922) 122 S. C. 86, 114 S. E. 700.

41 White v. Banker 's National Life Ins. Co. (1926) 134 S. C. 183, 132

S. E. 171 ; U. S. Tire Co.
56, 150 S. E. 347.

v.

Keystone Tire Sales Co. (1929) 153 S. C.

